ANNEX ON NOTIFICATIONS TO THE PROTOCOL TO THE TREATY BETWEEN
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AND THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION ON MEASURES FOR THE
FURTHER REDUCTION AND LIMITATION OF STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE ARMS

Section I. General Provisions

1. Notifications provided in accordance with Part Four of the Protocol shall be provided in standard formats contained in this Annex. Data fields shall be filled in unless marked with the phrase "If Applicable." For notification formats in which paragraph 3 provides for multiple content options, only the applicable content option shall be filled in; inapplicable options in paragraph 3 may be left blank.

2. A notification shall include the following elements:

(a) Identification data of notification:

ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/F#, where ANC or RNC is the identification code of the Party;

SOA - prefix indicating the connection between the notification and the Treaty;

YY - a numeral from 01 to 99 indicating the calendar year of provision of notification;

XXXX - a numeral from 01 to 9999 indicating the number in sequential order of the notification in the current year;

F# - notification format number.

(b) The "REFERENCE(S)" field shall be filled in if changes in data are associated with previous events for which a notification was provided. In this connection, the identification data of such a notification shall be indicated as follows: ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/F#.
(c) If, in a notification, it is necessary to indicate the number of items, it shall be indicated using the symbols (- / +) XXX, where XXX is a numeral from 01 to 999 indicating the number of items. The symbols (- / +) before the numeral XXX shall indicate a decrease or increase in the number of items.

3. If, in a notification, it is necessary to indicate the location of an item or facility, it shall be indicated by using the name and geographic coordinates of the item or facility. When providing notification of heavy bomber movements outside national territory, the Parties shall use the following list of geographic regions:

   A. Territory of the Parties
   B. North America
   C. South America
   D. Northern Europe
   E. Southern Europe
   F. Africa
   G. Central Asia
   H. East Asia
   I. South Asia
   J. Oceania

4. A notification may contain additional information to clarify its content. Such information shall be provided in the "REMARKS" field.

5. If information provided in a notification is unclear, the receiving Party shall address the ambiguity by providing notification thereof in accordance with paragraph 4 of Section
VII of Part Four of the Protocol. The Party receiving such a notification shall provide clarifications on such an ambiguity in accordance with paragraph 5 of Section VII of Part Four of the Protocol.

6. If one Party determines that no format exists to convey specific information, that Party may provide notification in accordance with paragraph 6 of Section VII of Part Four of the Protocol, or may raise the issue within the framework of the BCC.
Section II. Notification Formats To Be Provided in Accordance with Section II of Part Four of the Protocol

1. Format Number 2 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 2 of Section II of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION CONTAINING UPDATED DATA FOR EACH CATEGORY OF DATA CONTAINED IN PART TWO OF THE PROTOCOL

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/2

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT

(Information Provided Using Categories of Data Contained in Part Two of the Protocol)

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/2
2. Format Number 3 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 3 of Section II of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION OF EACH CHANGE IN DATA FOR EACH CATEGORY OF DATA CONTAINED IN PART TWO OF THE PROTOCOL

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/3

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT

A. DATA CHANGE

1) TYPE, CATEGORY (AND VARIANT OR VERSION IF APPLICABLE) OF ITEM(S):

2) LOCATION OF CHANGE

a) NAME AND COORDINATES: (Name/Coordinates)

b) SUBMARINE NAME: (If Applicable)

c) DESIGNATION OF LAUNCHER AND COORDINATES: (If Applicable)

3) UNIQUE IDENTIFIER(S) OF ITEM(S)

a) DEPLOYED

(1) XXX
(2) XXX

b) NON-DEPLOYED

(1) XXX
(2) XXX
4) CHANGE IN NUMBER OF ITEMS, TOTAL NUMBER OF ITEMS
AFTER CHANGE:

5) FACILITY CHANGED: (If Applicable)
(Name/Coordinates)

6) DATE OF CHANGE: DD-MMM-YYYY

B. DATA CHANGE

1) TYPE, CATEGORY (AND VARIANT OR VERSION IF
APPLICABLE) OF ITEM(S):

2) LOCATION OF CHANGE
   a) NAME AND COORDINATES: (Name/Coordinates)
   b) SUBMARINE NAME: (If Applicable)
   c) DESIGNATION OF LAUNCHER AND COORDINATES: (If
      Applicable)

3) UNIQUE IDENTIFIER(S) OF ITEM(S)
   a) DEPLOYED
      (1) XXX
      (2) XXX
   b) NON-DEPLOYED
      (1) XXX
      (2) XXX

4) CHANGE IN NUMBER OF ITEMS, TOTAL NUMBER OF ITEMS
AFTER CHANGE:

5) FACILITY CHANGED: (If Applicable)
(Name/Coordinates)

6) DATE OF CHANGE: DD-MMM-YYYY
4. REMARKS: (Reason for Change, If Necessary)

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/3
3. Format Number 4 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 4 of Section II of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION OF ARRIVAL OF THE FIRST PROTOTYPE ICBM OR PROTOTYPE SLBM OF A NEW TYPE AT A DECLARED FACILITY

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/4

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT

A. TYPE OF PROTOTYPE ICBM OR PROTOTYPE SLBM:

B. TECHNICAL DATA OF PROTOTYPE ICBM OR PROTOTYPE SLBM

1) OF THE ASSEMBLED PROTOTYPE
   a) LENGTH: XX.XX M
   b) DIAMETER: XX.XX M
   c) OTHER TECHNICAL DATA: (If Applicable)

2) OF THE FIRST STAGE OF THE PROTOTYPE
   a) LENGTH: XX.XX M
   b) DIAMETER: XX.XX M
   c) OTHER TECHNICAL DATA: (If Applicable)

C. UNIQUE IDENTIFIER:

D. LOCATION: (Name/Coordinates)

E. DATE OF CHANGE: DD-MMM-YYYY
4. REMARKS: (Statement of Emergence of a Prototype)

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/4
4. Format Number 5 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 5 of Section II of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION OF DECLARATION OF AN ICBM OR SLBM OF A NEW TYPE

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/5

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT
   A. TYPE OF ICBM OR SLBM:
   B. ICBM OR SLBM TECHNICAL DATA BY CATEGORIES OF DATA PROVIDED FOR IN SECTION VII OF PART TWO OF THE PROTOCOL:
   C. EXHIBITION LOCATION: (Name/Coordinates)
   D. EXHIBITION DATE: DD-MMM-YYYY

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/5
5. Format Number 6 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 6 of Section II of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION OF CESSATION OF DEVELOPMENT OF A PROTOTYPE ICBM OR PROTOTYPE SLBM OF A NEW TYPE

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXX/6
2. REFERENCE(S):
3. CONTENT
   A. TYPE OF PROTOTYPE ICBM OR PROTOTYPE SLBM:
   B. DATE OF THE DECISION TO CEASE DEVELOPMENT: DD-MMM-YYYY
4. REMARKS:
5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXX/6
6. Format Number 7 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 7 of Section II of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION OF TRANSFER OF ITEMS TO OR FROM A THIRD STATE

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/7

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT
   A. TYPE, CATEGORY (AND VARIANT OR VERSION, IF APPLICABLE) OF ITEM:
   B. NUMBER OF ITEMS: XXXX
   C. UNIQUE IDENTIFIER(S)
      1) XXX
      2) XXX
   D. DATE OF TRANSFER: DD-MMM-YYYY
   E. TRANSFER LOCATION: (Name/Coordinates)

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/7
7. Format Number 8 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 8 of Section II of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION CONCERNING A NEW KIND OF STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE ARM

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/8

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT
   A. QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE EMERGENCE OF A NEW KIND OF STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE ARM:
   B. CLARIFICATION CONCERNING THE EMERGENCE OF A NEW KIND OF STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE ARM:

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/8
Section III. Notification Formats To Be Provided in Accordance with Section III of Part Four of the Protocol

1. Format Number 9 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 1 of Section III of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION OF EXIT OF SOLID-FUELED ICBMs OR SOLID-FUELED SLBMs FROM A PRODUCTION FACILITY

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-xxxx/9
2. REFERENCE(S):
3. CONTENT
   A. TYPE (AND VARIANT, IF APPLICABLE) OF ICBM OR SLBM:
   B. NUMBER OF ITEMS: XXXX
   C. UNIQUE IDENTIFIER(S)
      1) XXX
      2) XXX
   D. PRODUCTION FACILITY: (Name/Coordinates)
   E. DATE OF EXIT: DD-MMM-YYYY
4. REMARKS:
5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/9
2. Format Number 10 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 2 of Section III of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION OF MOVEMENT OF ICBMS TO OR FROM A TEST RANGE LOCATED OUTSIDE A PARTY'S NATIONAL TERRITORY, WHICH WAS USED BY THE PARTY FOR CONDUCTING LAUNCHES OF ICBMS BETWEEN DECEMBER 5, 1994 AND DECEMBER 4, 2009

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/10

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT

A. TYPE (AND VARIANT, IF APPLICABLE) OF ITEM:

B. NUMBER OF ITEMS: XXXX

C. UNIQUE IDENTIFIER(S)

1) XXX
2) XXX

D. DATE OF MOVEMENT: DD-MMM-YYYY

E. FACILITY AT WHICH THE ITEM IS ACCOUNTED FOR: (Name/Coordinates)

F. DATE OF RETURN: (If Applicable) DD-MMM-YYYY

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/10
3. Format Number 11 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 3 of Section III of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION OF VISIT OF A HEAVY BOMBER OF A TYPE SUBJECT TO THE TREATY TO A SPECIFIC LOCATION OR A GEOGRAPHIC REGION WHEN VISIT EXCEEDS 24 HOURS

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/11

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT

   A. HEAVY BOMBER TYPE, CATEGORY (AND VARIANT, IF APPLICABLE):

   B. NUMBER OF HEAVY BOMBERS: XXXX

   C. UNIQUE IDENTIFIER(S)

      1) XXX
      2) XXX

   D. DATE AND TIME OF ARRIVAL: DD-MMM-YYYY HH:MM

   E. FACILITY AT WHICH BASED: (Name/Coordinates)

   F. LOCATION OR GEOGRAPHIC REGION VISITING: (Name/Coordinates or Geographic Region)

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/11
4. Format Number 12 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 4 of Section III of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION OF CONCLUSION OF A VISIT OF A HEAVY BOMBER OF A TYPE SUBJECT TO THE TREATY

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/12

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT

   A. HEAVY BOMBER TYPE, CATEGORY (AND VARIANT, IF APPLICABLE):

   B. NUMBER OF HEAVY BOMBERS: XXXX

   C. UNIQUE IDENTIFIER(S)

      1) XXX
      2) XXX

   D. DATE AND TIME OF DEPARTURE: DD-MMM-YYYY HH:MM

   E. FACILITY AT WHICH BASED: (Name/Coordinates)

   F. LOCATION OR GEOGRAPHIC REGION VISITED:
      (Name/Coordinates or Geographic Region)

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/12
5. Format Number 13 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 5 of Section III of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION OF BEGINNING OF A MAJOR STRATEGIC EXERCISE INVOLVING HEAVY BOMBERS

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/13

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT

   A. AIR BASES FOR HEAVY BOMBERS INVOLVED IN EXERCISE

      1) (Name/Coordinates)
      2) (Name/Coordinates)

   B. BEGINNING DATE AND TIME OF EXERCISE: DD-MMM-YYYY HH:MM

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/13
6. Format Number 14 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 6 of Section III of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION OF COMPLETION OF A MAJOR STRATEGIC EXERCISE INVOLVING HEAVY BOMBERS

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/14
2. REFERENCE(S):
3. CONTENT
   A. DATE AND TIME OF COMPLETION: DD-MMM-YYYY HH:MM
4. REMARKS:
5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/14
Section IV. Notification Formats To Be Provided in Accordance with Section IV of Part Four of the Protocol

1. Format Number 15 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 1 of Section IV of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION OF LAUNCH OF AN ICBM OR SLBM

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/15

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT

A. PLANNED DATE OF LAUNCH: DD-MMM-YYYY

B. LAUNCH AREA: (Name)

C. REENTRY VEHICLE IMPACT AREA: (Yes/No)
   (If Yes, provide details)
   1) DD-MMD, DDD-MMD
   2) DD-MMD, DDD-MMD
   3) DD-MMD, DDD-MMD
   4) DD-MMD, DDD-MMD
   - OR -
   1) A CIRCLE HAVING A RADIUS OF: XXXX.X KM; AND
   2) THE CENTER HAVING COORDINATES: DD-MMD, DDD-MMD

D. SINGLE LAUNCH/MORE THAN ONE LAUNCH:

E. TELEMETRY BROADCAST FREQUENCIES (MHz) (If Applicable)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FREQUENCY</th>
<th>MODULATION TYPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) XXXXX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) XXXXX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/15
2. Format Number 16 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 2 of Section IV of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION OF INCOMPLETENESS OR INSUFFICIENT QUALITY OF RECORDING MEDIA PROVIDED, TELEMETRIC INFORMATIONRecorded ON IT, OR INTERPRETIVE DATA

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/16

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT

A. TYPE OF ICBM OR SLBM:

B. DATE OF LAUNCH: DD-MMM-YYYY

C. RECORDING MEDIUM NUMBER:

D. TIME INTERVALS DURING WHICH INCOMPLETE OR INSUFFICIENT QUALITY RECORDINGS OF TELEMETRIC INFORMATION WERE RECEIVED

1)  
2)  

E. DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEMS THAT AROSE DURING PROCESSING OF INFORMATION PROVIDED:

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/16
3. Format Number 17 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 3 of Section IV of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION CONTAINING EXPLANATION OF INCOMPLETENESS OR INSUFFICIENT QUALITY OF TELEMETRIC INFORMATION RECORDING MEDIA PROVIDED, TELEMETRIC INFORMATION RECORDED ON IT, OR INTERPRETIVE DATA

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/17

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT
   A. TYPE OF ICBM OR SLBM:
   B. DATE OF LAUNCH: DD-MMM-YYYY
   C. RECORDING MEDIUM NUMBER:
   D. EXPLANATION OF INCOMPLETENESS OR INSUFFICIENT QUALITY OF TELEMETRIC INFORMATION RECORDING MEDIA PROVIDED, TELEMETRIC INFORMATION RECORDED ON IT, OR INTERPRETIVE DATA
      1) 
      2) 

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/17
4. Format Number 18 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 4 of Section IV of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION OF PROPOSED DATE AND LOCATION OF DEMONSTRATION OF TELEMETRIC INFORMATION RECORDING MEDIA AND/OR TELEMETRIC INFORMATION PLAYBACK EQUIPMENT

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXX/18

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT
   A. PROPOSED DATE OF DEMONSTRATION: DD-MMM-YYYY
   B. PROPOSED LOCATION OF DEMONSTRATION: (Name)
   C. POINT OF ENTRY:

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXX/18
5. Format Number 19 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 5 of Section IV of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION CONTAINING A REQUEST TO ACQUIRE TELEMETRIC INFORMATION PLAYBACK EQUIPMENT OR SPARE PARTS, OR RESPONSE TO SUCH A REQUEST

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-xxxx/19

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT

A. FOR A REQUEST: (Yes/No) 
(If Yes, provide details)

1) NAME OF EQUIPMENT OR SPARE PART: (Description)

2) SPARE PART IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: (If Applicable)

3) NECESSARY QUANTITY: XXX

B. FOR A RESPONSE: (Yes/No) 
(If Yes, provide details)

1) ESTIMATED DELIVERY DATE OF EQUIPMENT/SPARE PARTS: DD-MMM-YYYY

2) APPROXIMATE COST OF EQUIPMENT/SPARE PARTS:

3) SIZE AND WEIGHT OF EQUIPMENT/SPARE PARTS:

C. AGREEMENT TO ACQUIRE EQUIPMENT/SPARE PARTS: (Yes/No)

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-xxxx/19
6. Format Number 20 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 6 of Section IV of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION CONTAINING A REQUEST FOR MAINTENANCE OR TRAINING IN THE OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF TELEMETRIC INFORMATION PLAYBACK EQUIPMENT OR RESPONSE TO SUCH A REQUEST

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/20

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT

A. FOR A REQUEST FOR TRAINING: (Yes/No) (If Yes, provide details)
   1) REQUEST FOR TRAINING: (Specify equipment for which training is required)
   2) NUMBER OF TRAINEE TEAM MEMBERS: XX
   3) GROUP CONSISTS OF XX MALES AND XX FEMALES
   4) PROPOSED DATE FOR START OF TRAINING: DD-MMM-YYYY

B. FOR A REQUEST FOR MAINTENANCE: (Yes/No) (If Yes, provide details)
   1) REQUEST FOR MAINTENANCE: (Specify equipment for which maintenance is required and extent of maintenance)
   2) PROPOSED DATE FOR INITIATION OF MAINTENANCE: DD-MMM-YYYY
   3) LOCATION OF MAINTENANCE: (Name)
C. FOR A RESPONSE ON TRAINING: (Yes/No)
   (If Yes, provide details)
   1) PROPOSED POINT OF ENTRY:
   2) PROPOSED DATE OF ARRIVAL: DD-MMM-YYYY
   3) PROPOSED DATE FOR BEGINNING OF TRAINING: DD-MMM-YYYY
   4) DURATION OF TRAINING: XX DAYS
   5) LOCATION OF TRAINING: (Name)
   6) APPROXIMATE COST OF TRAINING:

D. FOR A RESPONSE ON MAINTENANCE: (Yes/No)
   (If Yes, provide details)
   1) PROPOSED DATE OF ARRIVAL: DD-MMM-YYYY
   2) DURATION OF MAINTENANCE: XX DAYS
   3) APPROXIMATE COST OF MAINTENANCE:

E. ACCEPT TRAINING OR MAINTENANCE: (Yes/No)

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/20
Section V. Notification Formats To Be Provided in Accordance with Section V of Part Four of the Protocol

1. Format Number 21 (Notification to be provided in accordance with subparagraph 1(a) of Section V of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO CARRY OUT CONVERSION OR ELIMINATION

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/21

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT

   A. TYPE OF PROCESS: (Conversion or Elimination)

   B. TYPE, CATEGORY (AND VARIANT OR VERSION, IF APPLICABLE) OF ITEMS:

   C. NUMBER OF ITEMS: XX

   D. UNIQUE IDENTIFIER(S)

      1) XXX

      2) XXX

   E. PROCESS LOCATION: (Name/Coordinates)

   F. DATE OF SCHEDULED INITIATION: DD-MMM-YYYY

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/21
2. Format Number 22 (Notification to be provided in accordance with subparagraph 1(b) of Section V of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION OF INITIATION OF CONVERSION OR ELIMINATION

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/22

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT
   A. TYPE OF PROCESS: (Conversion or Elimination)
   B. TYPE, CATEGORY (AND VARIANT OR VERSION, IF APPLICABLE) OF ITEMS:
   C. NUMBER OF ITEMS: XX
   D. UNIQUE IDENTIFIER(S)
      1) XXX
      2) XXX
   E. PROCESS LOCATION: (Name/Coordinates)
   F. DATE OF INITIATION: DD-MMM-YYYY
   G. CONVERSION OR ELIMINATION PROCEDURES:

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/22
3. Format Number 23 (Notification to be provided in accordance with subparagraph 1(c) of Section V of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION OF COMPLETION OF CONVERSION OR ELIMINATION PROCEDURES

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-xxxx/23

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT
   A. TYPE OF PROCESS: (Conversion or Elimination)
   B. TYPE, CATEGORY (AND VARIANT OR VERSION, IF APPLICABLE) OF ITEMS:
   C. NUMBER OF ITEMS: XX
   D. UNIQUE IDENTIFIER(S)
      1) XXX
      2) XXX
   E. PROCESS LOCATION: (Name/Coordinates)
   F. DATE OF COMPLETION: DD-MMM-YYYY
   G. VIEWING SITE COORDINATES: (If Applicable) DD-MMD, DDD-MMD
   H. INFORMATION ABOUT BEGINNING, CONTINUATION, OR COMPLETION OF ACCUMULATION OF ITEMS: (If Applicable)
   I. NUMBER OF ACCUMULATED ITEMS: (If Applicable) XX
4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/23
4. Format Number 24 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 2 of Section V of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION OF ANNUAL PLAN FOR CONVERSION OR ELIMINATION

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/24

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT

   A. TYPE, CATEGORY (AND VARIANT OR VERSION, IF APPLICABLE) OF ITEMS:

      1) NUMBER OF ITEMS: XXX
      2) PROCESS: (Conversion or Elimination)

   B. TYPE, CATEGORY (AND VARIANT OR VERSION, IF APPLICABLE) OF ITEMS:

      1) NUMBER OF ITEMS: XXX
      2) PROCESS: (Conversion or Elimination)

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/24
Section VI. Notification Formats To Be Provided in Accordance with Section VI of Part Four of the Protocol

1. Format Number 25 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 1 of Section VI of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION OF STANDING DIPLOMATIC CLEARANCE NUMBER FOR INSPECTION AIRPLANES

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/25
2. REFERENCE(S):
3. CONTENT
   A. STANDING DIPLOMATIC CLEARANCE NUMBER:
   B. CALENDAR YEAR: YYYY
4. REMARKS:
5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/25
2. Format Number 26 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 2 of Section VI of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION CONTAINING FLIGHT PLAN FOR AN INSPECTION AIRPLANE

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA       YY-XXXX/26

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT

A. TYPE OF AIRPLANE:

B. LAST AIRFIELD PRIOR TO ENTERING AIRSPACE OF INSPECTED PARTY:

C. SCHEDULED DEPARTURE TIME FROM THAT AIRFIELD: DD-MMM-YYYY HH:MM

D. POINT OF ENTRY:

E. CALL SIGN:      START - XXX

F. FLIGHT PLAN

   1) ROUTE:

   2) STANDING DIPLOMATIC CLEARANCE NUMBER:

   3) ESTIMATED TIME OF ARRIVAL: DD-MMM-YYYY HH:MM

G. INSPECTION AIRPLANE. PRIORITY CLEARANCE PROCESSING REQUIRED.

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA       YY-XXXX/26
3. Format Number 27 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 3 of Section VI of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION OF FLIGHT PLAN APPROVAL FOR AN INSPECTION AIRPLANE

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/27

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT
   
   A. APPROVED FLIGHT PLAN

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/27
4. Format Number 28 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 4 of Section VI of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION OF CHANGE TO A FLIGHT ROUTE

1. ANC(RNC)/SOAYY-XXXX/28
2. REFERENCE(S):
3. CONTENT

A. CHANGE IN FLIGHT ROUTE TO POINT OF ENTRY
   1) TERRITORY FROM WHICH AN INSPECTION AIRPLANE FOLLOWS A CHANGED FLIGHT ROUTE:
   2) CHANGED FLIGHT ROUTE TO POINT OF ENTRY:
   3) EFFECTIVE DATE OF CHANGE: DD-MMM-YYYY

B. CHANGE IN FLIGHT ROUTE FROM POINT OF ENTRY
   1) TERRITORY TO WHICH AN INSPECTION AIRPLANE FOLLOWS A CHANGED FLIGHT ROUTE:
   2) CHANGED FLIGHT ROUTE FROM POINT OF ENTRY:
   3) EFFECTIVE DATE OF CHANGE: DD-MMM-YYYY

4. REMARKS:
5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOAYY-XXXX/28
NOTIFICATION CONTAINING INITIAL LISTS OF INSPECTORS AND AIRCREW MEMBERS

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/29

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Last, First, Patronymic</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Place of Birth</th>
<th>Passport Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OR MIDDLE NAME</td>
<td>(DD-MMM)</td>
<td>(CITY, OBLAST-YYYY)</td>
<td>OR STATE, COUNTRY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. INSPECTORS

1)  
2)  

B. AIRCREW MEMBERS

1)  
2)  

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/29
6. Format Number 30 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 6 of Section VI of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION OF AMENDMENTS TO LISTS OF INSPECTORS AND AIRCREW MEMBERS

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/30

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LAST, FIRST, PATRONYMIC OR MIDDLE NAME</th>
<th>DATE OF BIRTH</th>
<th>PLACE OF BIRTH</th>
<th>PASSPORT NUMBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(DD-MMM CITY, OBLAST-YYYY) OR STATE, COUNTRY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. ADDITION OF INSPECTORS: (Yes/No)
(If Yes, provide details)

1) 
2) 

B. ADDITION OF AIRCREW MEMBERS: (Yes/No)
(If Yes, provide details)

1) 
2) 

C. DELETION OF INSPECTORS: (Yes/No)
(If Yes, provide details)

1) 
2)
D. DELETION OF AIRCREW MEMBERS: (Yes/No) (If Yes, provide details)
   1)
   2)

E. DATA CHANGE: (Yes/No) (If Yes, provide details)

   LAST, FIRST, PATRONYMIC NAME OR MIDDLE NAME
   DATE OF BIRTH
   PLACE OF BIRTH NUMBER
   (DD-MMM (CITY, OBLAST
   -YYYY) OR STATE, COUNTRY)

   1) INSPECTORS (PREVIOUS DATA, NEW DATA)
      a) INSPECTOR
         (1) (Previous Data)
         (2) (New Data)
      b) INSPECTOR
         (1) (Previous Data)
         (2) (New Data)

   2) AIRCREW MEMBERS (PREVIOUS DATA, NEW DATA)
      a) AIRCREW MEMBER
         (1) (Previous Data)
         (2) (New Data)
      b) AIRCREW MEMBER
         (1) (Previous Data)
         (2) (New Data)

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/30
7. Format Number 31 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 7 of Section VI of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION OF AGREEMENT WITH OR OBJECTION TO INSPECTORS OR AIRCREW MEMBERS

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/31

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LAST, FIRST, PATRONYMIC</th>
<th>DATE OF BIRTH</th>
<th>PLACE OF BIRTH</th>
<th>PASSPORT NUMBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OR MIDDLE NAME</td>
<td>(DD-MMM YYYY)</td>
<td>(CITY, OBLAST - YYYY)</td>
<td>OR STATE, COUNTRY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. AGREEMENT WITH INSPECTORS: (Yes/No)
   (If Yes, provide details)
   1) 
   2) 

B. AGREEMENT WITH AIRCREW MEMBERS: (Yes/No)
   (If Yes, provide details)
   1) 
   2) 

C. OBJECTION TO INSPECTORS: (Yes/No)
   (If Yes, provide details)
   1) 
   2)
D. OBJECTION TO AIRCREW MEMBERS: (Yes/No)
(If Yes, provide details)

1) 
2) 

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/31
8. Format Number 32 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 8 of Section VI of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION OF AGREED LIST OF INSPECTORS AND AIRCREW MEMBERS

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/32

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LAST, FIRST, PATRONYMIC OR MIDDLE NAME</th>
<th>DATE OF BIRTH (DD-MMM)</th>
<th>PLACE OF BIRTH (CITY, OBLAST - YYYY)</th>
<th>PASSPORT NUMBER (CITY, STATE, COUNTRY)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

A. INSPECTORS

1)
2)

B. AIRCREW MEMBERS

1)
2)

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/32
9. Format Number 33 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 9 of Section VI of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO CONDUCT INSPECTION

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/33
2. REFERENCE(S):
3. CONTENT
   
   A. POINT OF ENTRY:

   B. DATE AND ESTIMATED TIME OF ARRIVAL AT POINT OF ENTRY:
      DD-MMM-YYYY HH:MM

      LAST, FIRST, PATRONYMIC OR MIDDLE NAME

      PASSPORT NUMBER

   C. INSPECTORS
      1)
      2)

   D. AIRCREW MEMBERS
      1)
      2)

   E. INSPECTION TEAM CONSISTS OF XX MALE AND XX FEMALE INSPECTORS

   F. INDIVIDUALS WITH NEW PASSPORTS: (Line Numbers)

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/33
10. Format Number 34 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 10 of Section VI of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION OF GEOGRAPHIC COORDINATES OF REFERENCE POINTS AT A POINT OF ENTRY

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-xxxx/34

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT

A. POINT OF ENTRY:

B. DATE OF DETERMINATION OF GEOGRAPHIC COORDINATES:
   DD-MMM-YYYY

C. NEW GEOGRAPHIC COORDINATES

1) FIRST REFERENCE POINT
   a) COORDINATES: DD-MMD, DDD-MMD
   b) PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION:

2) SECOND REFERENCE POINT
   a) COORDINATES: DD-MMD, DDD-MMD
   b) PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION:

3) THIRD REFERENCE POINT
   a) COORDINATES: DD-MMD, DDD-MMD
   b) PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION:

4) FOURTH REFERENCE POINT
   a) COORDINATES: DD-MMD, DDD-MMD
   b) PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION:
D. MODIFIED GEOGRAPHIC COORDINATES

1) AGREED GEOGRAPHIC COORDINATES OF REFERENCE POINT TO BE CHANGED: DD-MMD, DDD-MMD

2) NEW GEOGRAPHIC COORDINATES OF REFERENCE POINT: DD-MMD, DDD-MMD

3) PROPOSED EFFECTIVE DATE OF CHANGE: DD-MMM-YYYY

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/34
11. Format Number 35 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 11 of Section VI of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION OF CHANGES TO SITE DIAGRAMS OF FACILITIES OR COASTLINES AND WATERS DIAGRAMS

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/35

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT

A. A REVISED SIMPLIFIED SITE DIAGRAM OF A FACILITY, INSPECTION SITE DIAGRAM, OR COASTLINES AND WATERS DIAGRAM IS TO BE PROVIDED THROUGH DIPLOMATIC CHANNELS NO LATER THAN 72 HOURS AFTER THIS NOTIFICATION IS PROVIDED.

B. NAME (SUBTITLE, IF APPLICABLE) AND LOCATION OF FACILITY:

1) TYPE OF DIAGRAM:

2) FUNCTION OF FACILITY:

3) EFFECTIVE DATE OF CHANGE: DD-MMM-YYYY

4) BCC DOCUMENT RECORDING THIS CHANGE: (If Applicable)

C. NAME (SUBTITLE, IF APPLICABLE) AND LOCATION OF FACILITY:

1) TYPE OF DIAGRAM:

2) FUNCTION OF FACILITY:

3) EFFECTIVE DATE OF CHANGE: DD-MMM-YYYY

4) BCC DOCUMENT RECORDING THIS CHANGE: (If Applicable)
4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/35
12. Format Number 36 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 12 of Section VI of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO CONDUCT AN EXHIBITION

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/36

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT
   A. ITEM TO BE EXHIBITED:
   B. DATE AND ESTIMATED TIME OF EXHIBITION: DD-MMM-YYYY HH:MM
   C. POINT OF ENTRY:
   D. LOCATION OF EXHIBITION: (Name/Coordinates)
   E. PURPOSE OF EXHIBITION:

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/36
13. Format Number 37 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 13 of Section VI of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO PARTICIPATE IN AN EXHIBITION

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/37

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT
   A. POINT OF ENTRY:
   B. DATE AND ESTIMATED TIME OF ARRIVAL AT POINT OF ENTRY:
      DD-MMM-YYYY HH:MM
      LAST, FIRST, PATRONYMIC OR MIDDLE NAME
      PASSPORT NUMBER
   C. INSPECTORS
      1)
      2)
   D. INSPECTION TEAM CONSISTS OF XX MALE AND XX FEMALE INSPECTORS
   E. INSPECTORS WITH NEW PASSPORTS: (Line Numbers)

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/37
Section VII. Notification Formats To Be Provided in Accordance with Section VII of Part Four of the Protocol

1. Format Number 38 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 1 of Section VII of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION CONTAINING A REQUEST TO CONVENE A SESSION OF THE BCC

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/38
2. REFERENCE(S):
3. CONTENT
   A. PROPOSED DATE: DD-MMM-YYYY
   B. PROPOSED LOCATION: (Name)
   C. QUESTIONS THE PARTY INTENDS TO RAISE
      1) 
      2) 
   D. NAME OF HEAD REPRESENTATIVE:
4. REMARKS:
5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/38
2. Format Number 39 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 2 of Section VII of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION CONTAINING THE RESPONSE TO A REQUEST TO CONVENE A SESSION OF THE BCC

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-xxxx/3

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT

   A. DATE ACCEPTED OR PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE DATE: DD-MMM-YYYY
   B. LOCATION ACCEPTED OR PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE LOCATION: (Name)
   C. QUESTIONS THE PARTY INTENDS TO RAISE
      1)
      2)
   D. NAME OF HEAD REPRESENTATIVE:

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-xxxx/39
3. Format Number 40 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 3 of Section VII of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION RELATING TO THE ACTIVITIES OF THE BCC - OTHER MESSAGES

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/40

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT:

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/40
4. Format Number 41 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 4 of Section VII of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION CONTAINING A REQUEST FOR CLARIFICATION OF A NOTIFICATION

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/41
2. REFERENCE(S):
3. CONTENT
   A. ELEMENTS OF NOTIFICATION IN QUESTION
      1)
      2)
   B. CLARIFICATION REQUESTED:
4. REMARKS:
5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/41
5. Format Number 42 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 5 of Section VII of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION CONTAINING CLARIFICATION, CORRECTION, OR MODIFICATION OF A NOTIFICATION

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/42

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT

   A. CLARIFICATION, CORRECTION, OR MODIFICATION TO REFERENCED NOTIFICATION

      1)  
      2)  

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/42
6. Format Number 43 (Notification to be provided in accordance with paragraph 6 of Section VII of Part Four of the Protocol.)

NOTIFICATION OF ADDITIONAL MESSAGE WITH RESPECT TO THE TREATY

1. ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/43

2. REFERENCE(S):

3. CONTENT:

4. REMARKS:

5. END OF ANC(RNC)/SOA YY-XXXX/43
Section VIII. Notifications To Be Provided in Accordance with Paragraph 14 of Section VI of Part Four of the Protocol

1. Notification to be provided in accordance with subparagraphs 14(a) and 14(b) of Section VI of Part Four of the Protocol.

DESIGNATION OF THE TYPE OF INSPECTION AND THE INSPECTION SITE
УКАЗАНИЕ КОНКРЕТНОГО ТИПА ИНСПЕКЦИИ И МЕСТА ИНСПЕКЦИИ

In accordance with Part Five of the Protocol, the inspection team leader specifies that the inspecting Party will conduct the following inspection:

В соответствии с Главой пятой Протокола руководитель инспекционной группы указывает, что инспектирующая Сторона проведет следующую инспекцию:

Type of Inspection: ____________________________

Тип инспекции: ____________________________

Site to be inspected: ____________________________

Место, намеченное для инспекции: ____________________________

Geographic Coordinates: ____________________________

Географические координаты: ____________________________

Intent to conduct a sequential inspection: (Yes/No)

Намерение провести последовательную инспекцию: (Да/Нет)
Intent to return to the point of entry to designate the type of inspection and the inspection site: (Yes/No)

Намерение вернуться в пункт въезда для указания конкретного типа инспекции и места инспекции: (Да/Нет)

Delivered to in-country escort
(Date/GMT/Location)

Передано лицам, сопровождающим внутри страны
(Дата/Время по Гринвичу/Место)

Inspection Team Leader
Руководитель инспекционной группы

Signature/Подпись

Member of In-country Escort
Лицо, сопровождающее внутри страны

Signature/Подпись

Printed Name/
Имя печатными буквами

Printed Name/
Имя печатными буквами
2. Notification to be provided in accordance with subparagraph 14(c) of Section VI of Part Four of the Protocol.

CANCELLATION OF INSPECTION

OTMENA ИНСПЕКЦИИ

In accordance with Part Five of the Protocol, the inspection team leader cancels this inspection. The number of inspections to which the inspecting Party is entitled shall not be reduced.

В соответствии с Главой пятой Протокола руководитель инспекционной группы отменяет эту инспекцию. Количество инспекций, на которое инспектирующая Сторона имеет право, не уменьшается.

Type of Inspection: ________________________________

Тип инспекции: _______________________________________

Inspection Site: ________________________________

Место инспекции: ______________________________________

Geographic Coordinates: ________________________________

Географические координаты: ______________________________________

Reason for cancellation: ________________________________

Причина отмены: ______________________________________
Delivered to a member of the in-country escort (Date/GMT/Location):

________________________

________________________

________________________

Inspection Team Leader
Руководитель инспекционной группы

Signature/Подпись

________________________

________________________

________________________

Member of In-country Escort
Лицо, сопровождающее внутри страны

Signature/Подпись

________________________

________________________

________________________

Printed Name/
Имя печатными буквами

________________________

________________________

________________________

Printed Name/
Имя печатными буквами
3. Notification to be provided in accordance with subparagraph 14(d) of Section VI of Part Four of the Protocol.

DESERATION OF ICBM LAUNCHERS, SLBM LAUNCHERS, BASING AREA, FIXED STRUCTURE FOR MOBILE LAUNCHERS OF ICBMS, OR DEPLOYED HEAVY BOMBERS FOR INSPECTION DURING INSPECTION

In accordance with Part Five or Part Nine of the Protocol, the inspecting Party designates the following items for inspection:

В соответствии с Главой пятой или Главой девятой Протокола инспектирующая Сторона конкретно указывает следующие средства для инспекции:
(Facility) _______ ICBM BASE

Coordinates, Designation, Unique Identifier
Координаты, Обозначение, Собственный опознавательный знак

Deployed Launcher of ICBMs
Развернутая пусковая установка МБР

Non-deployed Launcher of ICBMs
Неразвернутая пусковая установка МБР

Fixed Structure for Mobile Launchers of ICBMs (declared not to contain a deployed mobile launcher of ICBMs)
Стационарное сооружение для мобильных пусковых установок МБР (заявленное как не содержащее развернутую мобильную пусковую установку МБР)

DATE/TIME:
ДАТА/ВРЕМЯ:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inspection Team Leader</th>
<th>Member of In-country Escort</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Руководитель инспекционной группы</td>
<td>Лицо, сопровождающее внутри страны</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Signature/Подпись</strong></td>
<td><strong>Signature/Подпись</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Printed Name/</strong></td>
<td><strong>Printed Name/</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Имя печатными буквами</td>
<td>Имя печатными буквами</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(Facility) SUBMARINE BASE
(Объект) БАЗА ПОДВОДНЫХ ЛОДОК

Submarine, Designation, Unique Identifier
Подводная лодка, Обозначение, Собственный опознавательный знак

Deployed Launcher of SLBMs
Развернутая пусковая установка БРПЛ

Non-deployed Launcher of SLBMs
Неразвернутая пусковая установка БРПЛ

Launchers on SSGN
Пусковые установки на ПЛАРК

Converted Launcher of SLBMs on Ballistic Missile Submarine
Переоборудованная пусковая установка БРПЛ на подводной лодке, оснащенной пусковыми установками БРПЛ

DATE/TIME:
DATA/ВРЕМЯ:
Inspection Team Leader
Руководитель инспекционной группы

Member of In-country Escort
Лицо, сопровождающее внутри страны

Signature/Подпись

Signature/Подпись

Printed Name/
Имя печатными буквами

Printed Name/
Имя печатными буквами
Deployed Heavy Bombers
Развернутые тяжелые бомбардировщики

Heavy Bombers Equipped for Non-nuclear Armaments
Тяжелые бомбардировщики, оснащенные для неядерных вооружений

DATE/TIME:
Дата/Время:

Inspection Team Leader
Руководитель инспекционной группы

Member of In-country Escort
Лицо, сопровождающее внутри страны

Signature/Подпись

Printed Name/
Имя печатными буквами
(Facility) _____________ FORMERLY DECLARED FACILITY

(Объект) _____________ ПАМЕНЬ ЗАЯВЛЕННЫЙ ОБЪЕКТ

Type, Designation, Unique Identifier
Тип, Обозначение, Собственный опознавательный знак

Heavy Bombers Equipped for Non-nuclear Armaments
Тяжелые бомбардировщики, оснащенные для нейдерных вооружений

DATE/TIME:
Дата/Время:

Inspection Team Leader
Руководитель инспекционной группы

Signature/Подпись

Member of In-country Escort
Лицо, сопровождающее внутри страны

Signature/Подпись

Printed Name/
Имя печатными буквами

Printed Name/
Имя печатными буквами
Facility

STORAGE FACILITY FOR HEAVY BOMBERS

(Объект) MESTO SKLADSKOGO HRANEHIA TAJELEH BOMBARDIROVSHIKOV

Type, Designation, Unique Identifier

Тип, Обозначение, Собственный опознавательный знак

Deployed Heavy Bombers

Развернутые тяжелые бомбардировщики

DATE/TIME:

DATA/BREMA:

Inspection Team Leader

Руководитель инспекционной группы

Member of In-country Escort

Лицо, сопровождающее внутри страны

Signature/Подпись

Signature/Подпись

Printed Name/

Имя печатными буквами

Printed Name/

Имя печатными буквами
(Facility) TEST RANGE
(Объект) ИСПЫТАТЕЛЬНЫЙ ПОЛИГОН

Coordinates, Designation
Координаты, Обозначение

Silo Test Launcher of ICBMs
Шахтная пусковая установка
MBP, предназначенная для
испытаний

DATE/TIME:
Дата/Время:

Inspection Team Leader
Руководитель инспекционной
группы

Member of In-country Escort
Лицо, сопровождающее внутри
страны

Signature/Подпись

Printed Name/
Имя печатными буквами

-68-